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Most or all of the writing will be VERY EFFECTIVE 
(OUTSTANDING), demonstrating CLEAR AND 
CONSISTENT MASTERY. Writing at this level will display 
ALMOST ALL of the characteristics listed in the above 
criteria with MINOR WEAKNESS in NO MORE THAN 
ONE of the given categories.(
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Most of the writing will be EFFECTIVE, demonstrating 
REASONABLY CONSISTENT MASTERY. Writing at this 
level will display MOST of the characteristics listed in the 
above criteria with MINOR WEAKNESS in NO MORE 
THAN A FEW of the given categories. 
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Most or all of the writing will be SATISFACTORY 
(COMPETENT), demonstrating ADEQUATE MASTERY but 
lacking in originality or liveliness. It will display MANY of 
the characteristics listed in the above criteria with OBVIOUS 
WEAKNESS in ONE OR TWO of the given categories.(
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Most or all of the writing will be UNSATISFACTORY 
(INADEQUATE), but demonstrates DEVELOPING 
MASTERY. It will lack clarity, support, and/or logic and 
will display FEW characteristics listed in the above criteria. 
It will have OBVIOUS WEAKNESS in AT LEAST TWO 
of the given categories.(

^(A0(U(XX( +."$4"=%&4(O( Most or all of the writing will FAIL TO COMMUNICATE 
the writer’s ideas with clarity and effectiveness 
(FUNDAMENTALLY LACKING demonstrating VERY 
LITTLE or NO MASTERY). It may often be incoherent, 
incomplete, and/or inappropriate. It will have MAJOR 
WEAKNESSES in ALL of the given categories.(
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